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4. NEAR-TERM ECONOMIC PROSPECTS VARY WIDELY BY PROVINCE
While the overall near-term economic outlook is positive, prospects vary widely by province. In particular, economic growth this year is
expected to be strongest in the west, especially in commodity-producing provinces that will receive a lift from higher energy and food
prices as well as from a rebound in agricultural production. Alberta (+5.8%) and Saskatchewan (+5.7%) are forecast to lead the
country in economic growth this year, with BC (+4.3%) and Manitoba (+4.1%) also posting solid gains.
While near-term real GDP gains are also expected to remain above historical trends in the other provinces, growth will be tempered
by the fallout of higher inflation on business and household budgets. In central Canada, Ontario’s economy is expected to grow by
4.2%, matching the national average, while Quebec’s economy is projected to expand by 3.6%. Economic prospects are somewhat
more muted on the east coast, with real GDP growth forecast to reach 2.7% in PEI, 2.6% in New Brunswick, and 2.5% in both
Newfoundland and Labrador and Nova Scotia.
5. CANADA’S LONG-RUN POTENTIAL ECONOMIC GROWTH IS WEAK, REINFORCING THE NEED FOR A
COMPREHENSIVE INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY
Finally, while Canada has enjoyed an impressive recovery to-date, economic growth is expected to slow sharply as life gradually
returns to some sort of normality. Unfortunately, Canada’s long-term growth prospects are weak, with the Office of the
Parliamentary Budget Officer pegging our long-run real GDP growth at just 1.7 per cent. The weak outlook is largely attributable to
Canada’s aging population, which will lead to a slowdown in labour force growth. Boosting immigration is only a partial solution to our
deteriorating demographic profile.
To raise Canada’s long-run potential economic growth, policymakers need to place a greater emphasis on improving labour
productivity growth, which has been relatively lacklustre compared to many other developed economies. But this improvement will
only come if Canada also turns around its weak business investment performance, as it has a major influence on the speed at which an
economy can grow. For example, when manufacturers build new factories and purchase new machinery, they increase the productive
capacity of the economy, lift labour productivity growth, and drive economic prosperity. The stakes are high. The long-term rate of
productivity growth has profound implications for individual wage growth, corporate competitiveness, and the ability to raise
government revenue to pay for key public programs and services.
The bottom line is that to build a more competitive, innovative, and resilient economy, the federal government must work with our
sector to implement a comprehensive industrial strategy. With the pandemic exposing the fragility of supply chains, the potential for
reshoring manufacturing in Canada has become a real possibility. This, along with the enormous potential of Canadian firms to tap into
the rapidly growing clean technology sector, suggest that there is no better time to build a more vibrant Canadian manufacturing
sector.
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1 Statistics Canada, "The Daily, Gross Domestic Product, Income
and Expenditure, Fourth Quarter 2021."
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Finally, international trade acted as a drag on growth last year.

While exports of goods and services rose 1.4% to $624.8 billion
in 2021, imports surged 7.4% to $645.9 billion. All told,
international trade subtracted 0.9 percentage points from
Canada's total GDP growth 1n 2021, with final domestic
demand expanding by 5.5%, outpacing overall GDP growth of
4.6%.

'' While exports of goods and services
rose 1.4% to $624.8 billion in 2021,
imports surged 7.4% to $645.9
billion.''

2 Statistics Canada
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leaving real exports 5.4% below the level of 2019.
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Despite the many challenges facing
the industry, manufacturing sales rose
17.5% to a record high of $718.4
billion in 2021.

parts (-13.8%) the only ones to post declines.

Despite the many challenges facing the industry, manufacturing
sales rose 17.5% to a record high of $718.4 billion in 2021, more
than making up for the 11.7% decline in 2020. (See Chart 15.)
The lion’s share of the increase was due to a huge run-up in
prices, reflecting the inflationary pressures stemming from supply
chain bottlenecks. After controlling for inflation, manufacturing
sales climbed by a more moderate 4.2% to $597.0 billion, leaving
real sales 6.5% below the level of 2019.
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The global economy continued to recover in 2021, though it
remained hobbled by the pandemic, as the world was hit by
subsequent waves of the Delta and Omicron variants, both of
which have delayed a return to some sort of normality. Pandemic
outbreaks in critical links of global supply chains resulted in longerthan-expected supply disruptions, further feeding inflation in
many countries. Still, despite these difficulties, global economic
growth reached 6.1% in 2021, a marked improvement from the
3.1% contraction in 2020. (See Table 1.)

Among major economies, the Euro Area is paying a particularly
heavy price, largely attributable to its heavy reliance on Russia
for oil and gas. Supply chain disruptions have also hurt some
industries with the war and sanctions further hindering
production of key inputs. As a consequence, the 2022 GDP
growth forecast for the Euro Area has been revised down to
2.8% (1.1 percentage points lower than in January). The economy
is expected to continue to moderate next year, with growth
decelerating to 2.3%.
The United Kingdom also suffered a similar downward revision to
its economic outlook. The IMF has cut UK’s 2022 GDP growth
projection by 1.0 percentage points to 3.7%. Consumption is
expected to be weaker than expected as inflation erodes
households’ purchasing power. At the same time, higher costs
associated with Brexit will continue to weigh on international
trade activity. Next year looks even worse, with output forecast
to climb by just 1.2%.

In addition, wide-ranging COVID-related lockdowns in China—
including in key manufacturing hubs—have also slowed activity
there and are exacerbating bottlenecks in global supply chains. To
bring inflation under control, central banks in many countries are
tightening monetary policy. At the same time, governments are
reining in spending to tackle high deficits built-up over the
pandemic. In its April 2022 outlook, the International Monetary
Fund projected that global real GDP growth will come in at 3.6%
in both 2022 and 2023—0.8 and 0.2 percentage points lower
than its January forecast. The downgrade largely reflects the
economic fallout from the war in Ukraine.

-

3 International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook:
War Sets Back the Global Recovery.
4 International Monetary Fund.
5 International Monetary Fund.
6 International Monetary Fund.
7 Bank of Canada, Monetary Policy Report - April 2022."
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Unfortunately, prospects for the first quarter were downgraded
due to the Omicron wave, which exacerbated the disruptions to
demand and supply that festered over 2021. The one silver lining
is the speed at which the Omicron wave receded, which should
help to propel a rebound in the second quarter. Consumption is
expected to be a key growth driver this year, supported by a
strong labour market and households’ ability to draw on savings
stockpiled during the pandemic. In turn, solid domestic demand
should provide a lift to non-residential business investment.

Thanks to elevated commodity prices and solid foreign
demand, export growth is expected to be strong this year and
next, although the impact of the war and a slowing US
economy will limit the pace of growth. While imports are also
expected to pick up speed as economic conditions in Canada
continue to normalize after the shock of COVID-19, it will not
be enough to fully offset the increase in exports. As such, net
exports are on track to add about 0.5 percentage points to
GDP growth this year.
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While labour shortages have yet to translate into any meaningful
wage gains for workers, this is likely to change this year, especially
with inflation remaining elevated. Indeed, with inflation at its
highest rate since 1991 and with the economic slack caused by the
coronavirus pandemic now absorbed, the Bank of Canada raised
interest rates for the first time in three years in early March,
increasing the benchmark rate 25 basis points, and followed that
up with a 50 basis points increase in April. The Bank’s policy
interest rate now stands at 1.0%, still below its February 2020
level of 1.75%. Further hikes are an almost certainty this year, as
the Bank seeks to use its monetary policy tools to return inflation
to the 2% target.

Among major subsectors, transportation equipment
manufacturing is expected to see the fastest growth over the
next two years, coming in at 8.9% in 2022 and 7.7% in 2023.
(See Table 2.) This outlook assumes that the global
semiconductor shortage will continue to ease, and that the
aerospace industry will see stronger demand as both business
and leisure travel continues to pick up. However, even with
this robust growth, the level of output in 2023 will still fall
short of its 2019 level. In other words, the transportation
equipment manufacturing industry is not expected to return
to its pre-pandemic level of output until 2024.

8 RBC Economics, "Russian Invasion and Surging Inflation Take
Over as Key Global Growth Risks."
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9 Bank of Canada, "Business Outlook Survey - First Quarter of
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All provincial economies have been significantly affected by the
coronavirus crisis, although some have been hit harder than
others. On the positive side, four provinces experienced such
strong recoveries in 2021 that they fully reversed the contraction
suffered in 2020: PEI, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and BC.
Also, of the six provinces that still have lost ground to make up,
three enjoyed robust real GDP gains last year: PEI (+6.6%),
Quebec (5.6%), and Ontario (4.6%). On the downside, two
provinces saw more muted recoveries and one suffered an
outright decline. In 2021, real GDP rose by just 1.2% in both
Newfoundland and Labrador and Manitoba, while it contracted by
0.3% in Saskatchewan.
According to RBC Economics latest forecast, all ten provincial
economies are expected to expand this year. Economic growth
is expected to be strongest in the west, especially in commodityproducing provinces that will receive a lift from higher energy and
food prices as well as from a rebound in agricultural production. In
particular, Alberta and Saskatchewan are forecast to lead the
2022 growth rankings, with real GDP gains of 5.8% and 5.7%,
respectively.

In Central Canada, Ontario’s economy is expected to
expand by 4.2% this year, matching the national average,
assuming that supply chain bottlenecks gradually ease. The
reopening of GM’s Oshawa plant, along with the recent
announcements that Honda will upgrade its assembly plant
in Alliston and that LG Energy Solutions, in partnership with
Stellantis, will build an EV battery plant in Windsor, bode
well for the outlook of the province’s vital automotive
sector. Meanwhile, Quebec is forecast to see real GDP
gains of 3.6% this year, down from a 5.6% advance in 2021.
The province will receive a lift from the removal of public
health restrictions and from strong capital investment.
The Atlantic Canada region has seen an upswing in inmigration during the pandemic, largely attributable to more
affordable housing, and this has helped to lift growth across
the region. Still, compared to the rest of the country,
economic prospects are somewhat more muted on the east
coast, with real GDP growth forecast to reach 2.7% in PEI,
2.6% in New Brunswick, and 2.5% in both Newfoundland
and Labrador and Nova Scotia. In the case of
Newfoundland and Labrador, it is not expected to achieve a
full economic recovery until 2023, later than all other
provinces. This is largely due to declining capital investment
as major investment projects wind down and to a softer
demographic outlook, although the recent approval of the
Bay du Nord project represents a giant step forward for its
long-term economic outlook.

10 RBC Economics, "Provincial Outlook - Provincial Economies
Begin a New Chapter as Pandemic Threat Fades."
11 RBC Economics.
12 RBC Economics.
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